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Selective field ionization in Li and Rb: Theory and experiment

F. Robicheaux,1 C. Wesdorp,2 and L. D. Noordam2
1Department of Physics, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849

2FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands
~Received 7 January 2000; published 13 September 2000!

We present a direct comparison between calculated and measured ionization in Li and Rb when an initially
bound Rydberg electron is stripped from the atom by ramping an electric field@0.415 V/~cm ns!#. We describe
the method used to calculate the field dependence of the ionization; the method can be used to evolve the
population from field strengths where three or moren manifolds cross to the fields where the electron is
stripped from the atom. The essential feature of the method is the repeated application of the Landau-Zener
approximation for all of the level crossings as the field is ramped. We also give a description of the dynamics
of Li and Rb in the ramping field. We observe that the Li selective field ionization is sensitive to the Stark
levels within ann manifold, while for Rb only ann dependence is observed.

PACS number~s!: 32.60.1i, 32.80.Bx, 31.50.1w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Selective field ionization~SFI! has been used as an e
perimental tool to measure the character and populatio
highly excited states of atoms and molecules. In SFI,
atom is subjected to an electric field that ramps to hig
strengths over times that are very long compared to the c
sical period of the electron. Eventually the field strength
large enough to rip the electron from the atom. Often
field at which the electron is removed from the atom is wh
the energy of the state is greater than the classical ioniza
threshold, in atomic unitsE522AF or equivalently F
51/16n4; in other units, this relationship is often express
as E(cm21)526.12AF (V/cm). We will discuss an inter-
esting violation of this rule below. The signal is the electr
current versus field strength~or time!; see Refs.@1–8# for
early discussions of the process. The technique has been
to characterize the Rydberg population in many differ
situations: from the collision of slow ions with Rydberg a
oms@9# to the zero kinetic energy~ZEKE! @10# states used to
measure the rovibrational thresholds of complicated m
ecules@11#. A feature of this method is that a given initia
state will give an electron current with a well-defined dist
bution in field strength that depends on the ramp rate of
electric field. Because of the long-time scales of the ra
~typically 1 ms) compared to atomic times, no informatio
about relative phases of the excited states is obtained
example, if the atom is in a wave packet of two states,
SFI signal will be the incoherent sum of the currents fro
the two states.

This experimental technique is widely used to charac
ize the population of highly excited states in an atom, bu
quantitative, theoretical description of the method does
exist except in the case that after a short ramping period
evolution becomes purely diabatic or adiabatic. In so
cases, the lack of a general theory has not impeded the u
SFI, since all aspects could be investigated experimentall
the evolution was nearly diabatic or adiabatic. One obta
the field distributions for specific initial states experimenta
by exciting the states with a narrow bandwidth pulsed la
and then ramping the electric field; afterwards, unkno
excited-state populations can be charactarized by compa
1050-2947/2000/62~4!/043404~7!/$15.00 62 0434
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the resulting field distribution with the previously measur
distributions from specific initial states. There are cas
where the lack of a theoretical method for calculating an S
signal has prevented the direct comparison between th
and experiment; often, relevant states cannot be easily
cited by a narrow bandwidth pulsed laser.

The purpose of this paper is to present a general met
for calculating the SFI signal for a simple atom and to t
the method through a quantitative comparison with measu
SFI spectra. We are not interested in the field range be
the strength needed to mix 3 or more adjacentn manifolds;
we consider the evolution in this region to be a solved pr
lem. We are interested in the evolution from the point whe
severaln manifolds are mixed to the point where the electr
is stripped from the atom; this problem has been solved o
for the extreme cases where the evolution is purely adiab
or diabatic.

In Fig. 1 we plot the energy levels ofm50 levels of Li
versus the strength of a static electric field for a simple
gion nearn511 states;m is the eigenvalue of theLz operator
with ẑ in the direction of the field. The field strength range
chosen to show how the levels from adjacentn manifolds
start to cross as the field strength increases. Suppose th
of the population is in the highest-energy state of then
511 manifold which is marked by an asterisk in Fig. 1. A

FIG. 1. Energy levels ofm50 states of Li as a function of stati
electric-field strength. These are energies around then511 mani-
fold.
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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of the population will remain in this state until the field
ramped to;9 kV/cm, where the lowest state from then
512 manifold crosses it. The population can be split amo
different states at each field strength where levels ne
cross. The amount of population that is on each level can
approximated by a formula from Landau and Zener. For
lective field ionization, the population continues throu
many avoided crossings until reaching a level that is stron
coupled to the continuum, at which point it leaves the ato

The size of the avoided crossings is crucial for the S
behavior. The average energy splitting at a crossing
roughly proportional to the sum of the differences of t
quantum defects from integers. The Hamiltonian for a hyd
gen atom in a static, uniform electric field separates in pa
bolic coordinates; thus the levels can cross in hydrogen.
levels cannot cross for any other atom due to the devia
from a pure Coulomb potential arising from the core ele
trons. The deviation from a pure Coulomb potential is
flected in the quantum defects. We have studied two extre
cases in alkali atoms: Li with quantum defects ofm050.4,
m150.05, andm250.002, and Rb with quantum defects
m053.14, m152.64, m251.35, andm350.02 ~only the non
integer parts of the quantum defects are important, giv
m̄050.14, m̄1520.36, m̄250.35, andm̄350.02).

There has been little theoretical work investigating t
idea of selective field ionization outside of the extreme ca
of purely adiabatic or diabatic evolution when the states fr
n11 andn21 start to mix. In Refs.@12,13#, a model of the
crossing of many levels of two adjacentn manifolds was
explored; in both papers, all of the crossings were trea
within the Landau-Zener approximation, with the differen
that the phase accumulation on different paths@14# was ne-
glected in Ref.@12# but incorporated in Ref.@13#. These
papers essentially explore the first step of SFI, where
levels of then manifold start crossing the levels of then
11 manifold.

Simple estimates show why there has been little theor
cal work on the general system. If one attempts to perfor
brute force numerical integration of Schro¨dinger’s equation,
several difficulties soon become apparent. The first is that
electron leaves the atom, so that it is necessary to u
method that will effectively let the electron escape witho
reflection from unphysical boundaries~either in position
space or in basis set space!. Once this difficulty is overcome
there is the much more problematic aspect that is relate
the relative slowness of the electric-field ramp. For sta
nearn550, the field-free period is roughly 20 ps, which is
factor of 50 000 smaller than the ramping time which is m
sured inms. Thus a prohibitively large number of time ste
in the numerical integration prevents a direct solution
Schrödinger’s equation. Here we have explored an appro
mation scheme for the calculation of the field distribution
ejected electron current.

The method we have developed was inspired by the tr
ment in Refs.@12,13#, and extends these ideas into a for
that can be used to calculate the field distribution. The ba
idea is to follow the population through a series of lev
crossings using the Landau-Zener approximation to ob
the population of each level after a crossing. As in Ref.@12#,
04340
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we ignore the phase accumulation in each path; thus we
low populations instead of amplitudes. This is a very go
approximation for SFI once the levels fromn21 andn11
start to cross, since there are a very large number of p
that lead to ionization at fieldF, with nearly randomly vary-
ing phases on the different paths; the differing phases es
tially guarantee that the interference between different pa
will average to zero. In the model of Ref.@13#, the phases
need to be retained because all of the phase differences
integer multiples of a basic phase difference; this prope
does not correspond to the actual SFI except in the c
where only crossings betweenn andn11 manifolds are im-
portant. Physically our approximation should make sense
cause the field distribution at which the electron is stripp
from the atom is insensitive to the macroscopically sm
but on an atomic level huge, variations in ramp rate that
present in every experiment. We have also performed ca
lations with and without phases, and found negligible diffe
ences in the SFI spectrum for the cases we investigated
the population starts in the region where states fromn22
andn12 cross. This paper provides a method for obtain
all the information needed for all Landau-Zener crossings
to the point when the electron leaves the atom.

As a test of the theory, we compared calculated and m
sured field distributions from states nearn555 in Li and Rb;
the experiment was constructed so that the initial state
very well characterized. We chose these two atoms to ill
trate the different type of SFI spectra that result when
coupling between levels is small~Li ! or large~Rb!. We ex-
cited Li from the 2p3/2 excited state by a one-photon trans
tion at a specific wavelength with a pulsed, narrow-band d
laser (DE,0.2 cm21). The initial 2p3/2 was excited by a
narrow-band pulsed dye laser (DE,0.2 cm21) laser from
the ground state (2s), with the polarization perpendicular t
the electric field. We varied the wavelength and polarizat
of the laser that excites the atom from the initial state to
Rydberg states in order to access different Rydberg state
both experiments, laser power was kept low to avoid an
Stark shifting of the Rydberg states. The wavelength ra
was chosen to excite states in zero-fieldn manifolds from
n552 to 55. We also performed SFI measurements and
culations when excitation was performed in a static elec
field between 0 and 40 V/cm. Next we performed expe
ments and calculations in Rb under similar conditions;
excited the Rb atoms from the ground state in a nonreso
two photon process with a narrow-band dye laserDE
,0.2 cm21. These variations allowed us to test the theo
in many different situations.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

We first describe the simple theory for SFI when the el
tron is in a pure Coulomb potential giving a total potent
(21/r )1Fz. The Hamiltonian separates in parabolic coor
nates (j5r 1z andh5r 2z) for a static, homogeneous elec
tric field plus Coulomb potential. For the slow ramp rat
that are used in SFI, the wave function diabatically evolv
so that a state that hasn1 nodes in the up-potential coord
nate (j) will continue with n1 nodes. The behavior of the
4-2
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SELECTIVE FIELD IONIZATION IN Li AND Rb: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 043404
wave function in the down-potential direction is slight
more complicated. For zero field, the wave function hasn2
nodes in the down-potential coordinateh. Once an electric
field is turned on, all states become continuum states,
have an infinite number of nodes in the down-potential
rection. This appears to create ambiguities for the definit
of the state. However, we can retain conceptual and phys
simplicity by noting that the electron starts in the region n
the atom and the time to tunnel through the potential bar
is very long on experimental time scales unless the elec
has an energy near the top of the barrier. Thus we will de
n2 to be the number of nodes in the down-potential coor
nateh in the region between the nucleus and the maxim
of the potential. For the slow ramp rates in SFI experime
n2 does not change with increasing field. The only para
eters that change are the energy and the tunneling rate
given n1 ,n2. From these ideas, we find that

Ṗn1n2
52Gn1n2

@F~ t !#Pn1n2
, ~1!

where Pn1n2
is the population in then1 ,n2 state, and

Gn1n2
@F(t)# is the tunneling decay rate which depends on

field strengthF at time t. Two general trends to remembe
states withn1,n2 (n1.n2) decrease~increase! in energy
with increasing field strength, and states with the samen1
1n2 decay faster by tunneling asn2 increases. The tunnelin
rates are calculated numerically using a WKB approximat
@15#; see Refs.@16,17# for discussions of analytic and sem
classical calculations of the tunneling decay.

Our method for calculating the SFI distribution for no
hydrogenic atoms generalizes the simple theory for H in t
respects. The first generalization is that the non-Coulom
potential causes couplings between the differentn1 ,n2
states; the possibility for population to change quantum nu
bers when energy levels cross is included through
Landau-Zener approximation. The second generalizatio
that once the energy of a state is larger than the class
ionization threshold,22AF, it is energetically allowed to
escape the atom without tunnelingif states in closedn1 chan-
nels couple to open channels. This coupling is again m
ated through the non-Coulombic potential near the nucle

We first describe the generalization due to level crossin
We think of all of the levels as crossing diabatically for t
purpose of indexing the states. This is only a bookkeep
device, and does not reflect any choice about the descrip
of the physics. In Fig. 2 we give a schematic drawing o
two-level crossing, and the parameters that characterize
populations before and after the crossing. We defineP1 and
P2 to be populations in states 1 and 2~respectively! before
the crossing, andP̄1 and P̄2 to be the populations after th
crossing. We will useA to be the probability that state
evolves adiabatically into state 2 after the crossing andD to
be the probability that state 1 evolves diabatically into stat
after the crossing; by symmetry, the probability for 2
evolve into 1 isA and that for 2 to evolve into 2 isD51
2A. The conservation of probability demands thatA1D
51. Thus after the crossing the populations are
04340
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P̄15DP11AP2 and P̄25AP11DP2 . ~2!

The only difficulty is in calculatingA or D and the field
dependence of the energies of all the states.

The first step is in obtaining the adiabatic or diabatic tra
sition probabilities in terms of general parameters. Using
Landau-Zener approximation gives the diabatic probabi
D as

D5expS 22puV12u2Y UdE1

dt
2

dE2

dt U D , ~3!

with all parameters evaluated at the crossing; atomic u
are used in this equation and throughout the paper un
stated otherwise.

The derivative of the energy with respect to time can
recast asdE/dt5ḞdE/dF, whereḞ is the ramp rate for the
electric field anddE/dF is the derivative of the energy with
respect to the field strength. In the calculations, we used
experimental ramp rate ofḞ5415 V/(cm ms). The ener-
gies are calculated using a WKB approximation@15# by first
quantizing the motion in the up-potential coordinatej to
obtain the separation parameterb1, and then forcing the
phase accumulated between the nucleus and the maximu
the potential to be (n211/2)p in the down-potential coordi-
nate h. The position of the crossings anddE/dF are ob-
tained numerically from the WKB quantized energy leve
Note that all crossings can be made more diabatic by sim
increasingḞ, which is an experimentally controllable param
eter.

The coupling matrix elementsV12 can be calculated by
using the quantum defects of the zero-field energy lev
First we define a reduced quantum defectm̄ l5m l1 j , wherej

is an integer such that20.5,m̄ l,0.5. The effect of the non-
Coulombic potential is to shift the energy of the state w
energy21/2n2 by an amount2m̄ l /n3; this gives the expec-
tation value of the non-Coulombic potential for energ
normalized Coulomb waves as

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of two levels crossing. The so
lines neglect the interaction between the levels, and the dotted
give the adiabatic energies. Both the time and energy are in a
trary units.P1 and P2 are the original populations.D is the prob-
ability to evolve diabatically through the crossing, andA512D is
the probability to evolve adiabatically through the crossing.
4-3
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E f l
2~r !V~r !dr52m̄ l . ~4!

The coupling between energy normalized waves in parab
coordinates uses the transformation coefficients between
functions in spherical coordinates and parabolic coordina
to give V̄bb852( lUb l

0 Ub8 l
0 m̄ l ; U0 are given by Eqs.~17!,

~21!, and ~62! in Ref. @15#. The last remaining task is to
convert the functions that are normalized per unit energy
functions that are normalized per unit volume. This is n
completely obvious because there are no bound states in
field; as in the definition of the number of nodes in thej
direction, we only use the part of space from the nucleus
the maximum of the potential in thej direction.

With these restrictions, the factor to convert from ener
normalization to space normalization is obtained from
energy derivative of the WKB phase between the first t
classical turning points inj. The conversion factor isNb

2

5p(dD/dE)21 given in Eq.~A3! of Ref. @15#; the subscript
b indicates the value of the separation constant for the w
function in parabolic coordinates. With these factors,
coupling between two states defined by the separation
rametersb andb8 is

Vbb852NbNb8(
l

Ub l
0 Ub8 l

0 m̄ l . ~5!

This equation is a generalization of Eq.~4.2! of Ref. @18#,
which gives the zero field coupling potential between a s
from then manifold and one from then11 manifold. There
is an interesting point of physics that arises from scal
arguments. The rate of change ofE depends on the dipole
moment, which is proportional ton2; the coupling matrix
element is proportional to 1/n4. Thus the evolution of state
rapidly becomes diabatic asn increases. This was seen in th
experiments of Ref.@4#.

The other generalization that needs to be incorporate
the coupling between the ‘‘closed’’ channelsbc where the
electron needs to tunnel to escape and ‘‘open’’ channelsbo
where the electron can classically leave the atom. The rea
for these two types of channels at the same energy is tha
electron can partition its available energy between two
ferent degrees of freedomj andh. For E.22AF, the elec-
tron can classically leave the atom if the energy is partition
such that a large enough fraction is in the down-potentiah
direction. If too much is in the up-potentialj direction, the
electron will have to tunnel to escape. For hydrogen,
energy and motion in the two different directions are u
coupled, and thus the electronmusttunnel if it is in a closed
channel. For all other atoms, the motion in the two differe
directions are coupled through the non-Coulombic poten
from the core electrons, and thus the electron can sca
from a closed channel to an open channel and leave with
tunneling.

The possibility of scattering and leaving the atom adds
the decay rate of the state. Using time-dependent pertu
tion theory, the decay rate to go from a closed channel to
open channel isG52puVocu2, where the open-channel func
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tion is normalized per unit energy and the closed-channe
space normalized. We can use the coupling matrices f
above, but now only space normalize the closed function
obtain an additional decay rate

Gc52pNbc

2 (
bo

U(
l

Ubcl
0 Ubol

0 m̄ lU2

, ~6!

where the sum over all open channelsbo is necessary to
obtain the total decay rate.

These are all of the pieces necessary to calculate when
electron is stripped from the atom. To summarize:~1! At
each time step, there is a check to see if two levels cross e
other; if there is a crossing the populations are redistribu
using the Landau-Zener approximation.~2! A decrease in
population can occur by tunneling or by scattering from
closed channel into an open channel; the two decay rates
added incoherently due to the different quantum number
the final channels. These steps are repeated until the pop
tion on the atom decreases to less than 1% of the orig
population. The calculations presented in this paper u
field steps of 0.2 V/cm; them50 results for Li were ob-
tained with less than 100 steps for a total of;23104 cross-
ings, while them52 results were obtained with roughl
1000 steps for a total of;53104 crossings. The SFI signa
is minus the time derivative of the total population.

III. RESULTS

To gauge the effectiveness of this method, we prese
comparison between calculated and measured SFI distr
tions in Li and Rb. In Fig. 3, the measured and calcula
SFI spectrum for Li is presented for the case when the s
ond laser excites the atom to an energy of 39.252 cm21

below the zero-field ionization threshold and is polariz
perpendicular to the field axis, and the atom is in a 35 V/
static field at the excitation; this is a typical level of agre
ment that was achieved between the calculation and exp
ment. It is clear that all the features are accurately rep
duced, and that the approximations work well for this ato

FIG. 3. A comparison between the calculated~solid line! and
measured~dotted line! SFI signal for Li excited from the 2p3/2 state
with an energy 39.25 cm21 below the zero field threshold an
polarization perpendicular to the electric field. The atom is ori
nally in a static field of 35 V/cm before the field is ramped. T
signal is given in arbitrary units.
4-4
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The SFI spectrum is a superposition of the spectra from th
different finalm symmetries:m50, 1, and 2. In Fig. 4, we
present the calculated SFI signal from Fig. 3 but separa
into m components~the solid line ism50, the dotted line is
m51, and the dashed line ism52).

We present a contour plot of the calculated SFI sig
versus energy and ramp field for excitation by a photon p
allel to the field in Fig. 5 and perpendicular to the field
Fig. 6. In both figures, the excitation was performed in
35-V/cm static field. These figures show some of the gen
trends that we observed in the SFI spectra.

There are a number of interesting features of Figs. 3
that can be understood at a qualitative level. One impor
feature is that the excitation laser has a bandwidth of roug
0.15 cm21. Thus there are roughly 5–10 Stark states of e

FIG. 4. A separation of the differentm components of the cal
culated SFI signal from Fig. 3: solid line (m50), dotted line (m
51), and dashed line (m52). All m components have the sam
initial central energy and width. Note that the signal form52 dis-
tinguishes the separation of energy between the up- and do
potential directions. The peaks in them52 spectrum can be clas
sified using the number of nodes,n1, in the up-potential coordinate
and the number of nodes,n2, in the down potential coordinate with
the notation (n1 ,n2 ,n), wheren5n11n21umu11; another nota-
tion that is sometimes used is the quantum numberk5n22n1. We
have labeled the last five peaks associated with them52 states
using n1 ,n2 notation. Starting from the peak at 160 V/cm to th
early peaks at 70 V/cm, the states are~38,10,51!, ~31,18,52!,
~25,25,53!, ~20,31,54!, ~15,37,55!, ~11,42,56!, and ~7,47,57!. The
last two states are stripped first, and overlap each other nea
V/cm. At the initial field strength of 35 V/cm, all of these states a
within 0.2 cm21 of each other.

FIG. 5. Contour plot of the calculated SFI signal for Li excite
from the 2p3/2 state with a polarization parallel to the electric fiel
The atom is originally in a static field of 35 V/cm before the field
ramped.
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m component that are initially populated. For fields
;35 V/cm, the different states that are excited belong
differentn manifolds, and have substantially different dipo
moments; thus the variation in the division of energy b
tween the two parabolic coordinates is much more subs
tial than the variation of total energy of the different state

Another important feature determining the Li SFI spec
is the large difference in quantum defects for the low-l par-
tial waves. The quantum defects arem050.4, m150.05, and
m250.002. The differences in quantum defects give qu
different behaviors for the differentm states in the SFI ex-
periment. The results for a final polarization parallel to t
electric field only give final states ofm50 and 1 characters
for the spatial part of the wave function, since the initial sta
hasm50 and 1 spatial components. We observed somew
different SFI spectra when we used the 2p1/2 excited state as
the initial state. This is because the composition of the fi
m states changes due to the differentm components of the
orbital angular momentum in the 2p1/2.

These considerations are very important because the
ferentm states behave quite differently in the SFI rampin
The coupling matrix elements depend only on the quant
defect of states withl>m; thus m50 states can couple
through l 50, 1, and 2 scattering, butm52 states can only
couple throughl 52 scattering. Them50 states go through
almost every crossing adiabatically; the largel 50 quantum
defect provides strong coupling between the different sta
because these are the states that suffer most from core
tering. As a result, the population tends to stay on a f
levels that are closely grouped in energy. This means
soon after a state has an energy above the classical ioniz
threshold,22AF, it will scatter into open channels and de
cay rapidly. Thus them50 states are in the SFI signal as

n-

70

FIG. 6. Experimental and theoretical contour plot of the calc
lated SFI signal for Li. Same parameters as in Fig. 5, but for p
pendicular polarization. The dotted line showsF (V/cm)
5@E (cm21)/6.12#2.
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sharp peak at relatively smallF. The m51 states evolve
largely diabatically, but with a nonnegligible adiabatic inte
action at each crossing. Although the purity of the populat
through each crossing is roughly the same as form50, the
large variation in dipole moments causes the total energ
each state to become quite different. At each crossing, t
is a non-negligible probability to mix with states of differin
dipole moments, which prevents the total energy differen
between the states from becoming as large as in hydro
The m52 states evolve almost completely diabatically, a
they do not scatter into open channels once the energ
above22AF. Because of the small quantum defects fol
>2, the states only decay once the energy of then1 ,n2 level
can classically decay at which point the electron leaves v
rapidly. This case was previously studied, for example,
Ref. @5#. Thus them52 states give a series of peaks at ve
separated field strengths which reflects the original partiti
ing of energy into the up- and down-potential degrees
freedom, and not the total energy of the state that is exci
this is an interesting feature which has not been obser
before, to our knowledge.

There are a couple of features in the contour plots of F
5 and 6 that can be interpreted without recourse to exten
calculations. The first obvious feature is that the peak as
ciated withm50 states emerges at smallerF as the energy
increases. This occurs because then levels increase with in-
creasing energy; them50 states evolve almost purely adi
batically, and their energy hardly changes during the fi
ramp. Them50 levels are ionized as soon as the fie
strength is larger than;1/16n4, and are easier to ionize fo
larger n. Similar considerations hold for them51 levels;
although individual crossings are mainly diabatic, the sh
number of crossings gives an overall spreading of ene
without large energy shifts.

The SFI signal from them52 states display a quite dif
ferent feature~see Fig. 6!. The m52 SFI consists of sharp
horizontal bands that move to largerF as the energy in-
creases. The explanation for this phenomenon is somew
counter intuitive. One band does not correspond to a sin
state. This can be seen from the part of the bands above
V/cm; there it is clear that each band actually consists
short horizontal bands that step up to higherF as the energy
increases. The explanation is that each band correspon
an n manifold. As the energy is increased, the state tha
excited in each manifold is at higher energy~see Fig. 1!, and
thus has a dipole more strongly oriented to the up-poten
side of the atom; in other words, states with more node
the up-potential coordinatej are being excited as the energ
increases. These states evolve diabatically form52, and
thus are not stripped until very high field, since the stripp
field must increase when more energy is in the up-poten
coordinate. The horizontal width of the minibands forF
.150 V/cm stems from the laser bandwidth assumed in
calculation.

In Fig. 7, we present a comparison between the exp
mental and calculated SFI signal for Rb in a 5-V/cm sta
field to contrast a more standard signal with the Li signal;
ionization yield is peaked nearF51/16n4. The Rb atoms are
excited from the ground state using a two-photon, nonre
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nant transition; the polarization of the laser is perpendicu
to the field axis. Bothm50 and 2 final states are excite
with a ratio of 1:3. For Rb, the quantum defects are large
l<2, and thus all of the levels cross adiabatically for bo
m50 and 2; the reduced quantum defects for Rb arem̄0

50.14, m̄1520.36, m̄250.35, andm̄350.02. Thus, for Rb,
the SFI signal is not sensitive to which Stark state in then
manifold is excited; the SFI signal is only sensitive to t
energy of the state. The Rb SFI can be made to behave m
like that for Li by going to higher-n states, ramping the field
much faster, or by using an excitation scheme that wo
accessm53 states.

Unlike the Li SFI signal, Rb only shows adiabatic ioniz
tion in this energy range and ramp rate. The peak value oF
decreases as the energy increases because the elect
easier to remove as its binding energy decreases. Typic
the SFI signal is contained between (2E/3)2.F.(E/2)2,
when E is measured from the zero-field threshold; asE in-
creases,E2 andF decrease.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE CALCULATION

While our theoretical approach worked well for the cas
presented here, there are some easily recognizable situa
where the approximations may fail. For example, the
proximations may fail if the ramping field does not have
simple form; a ramping field that has an oscillating comp
nent could cause trouble by having the phases on diffe
paths become simply related to each other. We stress tha
do not propose that the Landau-Zener approximation of

FIG. 7. Experimental and theoretical Rb SFI signal as a funct
of energy below the zero-field ionization threshold. The Rb is
cited in a nonresonant, two-photon transition with the laser po
ized perpendicular to the electric field axis. The atom is in a stat
V/cm field during the excitation. The dotted line showsF (V/cm)
5@E (cm21)/6.12#2.
4-6
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paper be used when starting from weak fields. The met
presented here is meant to evolve the population over a
ficult period from when severaln manifolds mix to the point
where the electron is stripped from the atom. A full S
theory would use a different technique~perhaps direct propa
gation of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation! to
evolve the system from weak fields to the point where
method in this paper is accurate.

As a contrast, the SFI of ZEKE states should be sim
accomplished using the methods described here. The re
for this is that the low-angular-momentum states cannot
strongly populated for the molecule to have long-lived Ry
berg states. In typical ZEKE states, this is accomplished
an applied or a stray electric field that mixes the differenl
states of ann manifold. This is precisely the starting point o
these calculations.

The last problem with the proposed method is that it tre
every crossing as separate and only involving two lev
There is the possibility for three level crossings once
field becomes larger than;2/(3n5). Examining the energy
map for fields larger than this clearly show many three- a
four-crossings that are nota priori isolated, although clearly
the majority of crossings are isolated two-level crossin
The errors due to treating all crossings as isolated will n
to be examined. It is our feeling that multiple crossings p
very little role in the SFI signal. The reason for this is tha
will take nearly perfect degeneracy between three level
obtain an effect when the levels evolve mainly diabatica
D@A; but in this case most of the population will stay in th
original state, and thus the errors will be negligible. Wh
the probability for an adiabatic transitionA is not small, then
the population does not spread far from the adiabatic p
thus most of the population remains within an energy wi
~determined by the two-level crossings! of the original popu-
lation and again there will be little error.
s
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a direct comparison
tween measured and calculated SFI distributions for Li a
Rb. The computational method is an extension of we
known techniques. The main innovation was to use WK
methods to obtain the parameters needed in the evolutio
the wave function to the point the electron leaves the ato
We were able to interpret many features of the spectru
When the atom is excited in a static electric field and
states evolve diabatically, the SFI method is much more s
sitive to the division of energy between the two parabo
coordinates than to the total energy of the state. This was
case for Lim52 states presented here; in this situation,
SFI method may be used for a characterization of a s
distribution of the Stark levels within ann manifold. This has
relevance for ZEKE states. The ZEKE states arise thro
the mixing of high-l and -m states with the initially excited
low-l state; thus the SFI spectrum of ZEKE states sho
behave most like SFI of hydrogen. Another important findi
is that the calculation of SFI distributions for mixed evol
tion ~neither purely diabatic or adiabatic! is not as difficult as
had been thought. This technique may be applicable to
culating properties of Rydberg atoms manipulated by ot
types of time-dependent fields; for example, this meth
might be useful in calculations of ions scattering from Ry
berg atoms.
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